et al.. Heat as a tracer for understanding transport processes in fractured media: Theory and field assessment from multiscale thermal push-pull tracer tests.
Introduction
The characterization and predictive modeling of heat transfer processes in fractured media is of central interest for the development of conventional and enhanced geothermal systems, as well as Aquifer Thermal Energy Storage (ATES) [e.g., Kolditz, 1995; Genter et al., 2003; Kocabas, 2005; Saar, 2011] . It is also important for interpreting temperature anomalies to infer subsurface flows and surface-groundwater exchanges, which has recently gained popularity in particular through the development of distributed fiber optic temperature sensing methods [e.g., Anderson, 2005; Saar, 2011; Vogt et al., 2010; Jung and Pruess, 2012; Selker et al., 2006; Irvine et al., 2015] . Heat transfer in fractured media is governed by heterogeneous structures at different scales. At the fracture scale, the distribution of apertures controls the distribution of advective fluxes that disperses heat in the medium. Fracture roughness also determines the geometry of the fracturematrix interface and therefore the efficiency of diffusive exchange processes [Neuville et al., 2010] . At network scale, the distribution of fracture lengths and their spatial organization determines the geometry and connectivity of preferential flowpaths that control the fate of heat plumes [Geiger and Emmanuel, 2010] . These different sources of complexity render the characterization and modeling of heat transfer in fractured media a challenging task.
Transport processes in fractured media generally exhibit anomalous features that manifest themselves on tracer breakthrough curves as fast initial breakthrough times and long tailing in late time recovery [Haggerty Key Points: Flow channeling in fractured media is shown to have a significant effect on the scale dependency of heat recovery Thermal push-pull tracer tests are shown to provide valuable insights on fracture geometry and fracture aperture The multichannel fracture model was found to provide an excellent match with the observed temperature breakthrough curves at multiple scales KLEPIKOVA ET AL. THERMAL PUSH-PULL TRACER TESTS 1 Shapiro, 2000, 2003; Kang et al., 2015] . Since heat diffusivity is much larger than solute diffusivity, heat transfer processes may be more sensitive to fracture-matrix diffusion processes than advective dispersion processes [e.g., Lauwerier, 1955; Kocabas and Horne, 1990; Gringarten and Sauty, 1975; Pruess and Doughty, 2010; Jung and Pruess, 2012; Read et al., 2013] . Despite this, numerical simulations in fracture networks have shown that heterogeneous advection processes have a significant impact on heat transfer [Geiger and Emmanuel, 2010] . This motivates us to investigate the signature of fracture heterogeneity on heat transfer processes, with the objective of understanding what can be learned from fractured media heterogeneity from thermal tracer tests.
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The analysis of the late-time behavior of tracer breakthrough curves can reveal the nature of transport phenomena that control the longest residence times in heterogeneous media [Haggerty et al., 2000; Shapiro, 2000, 2003; Le Borgne and Gouze, 2008; Kang et al., 2015] . Conservative, nonreacting solute tracer tests conducted in fractured media often display power-law late time tailing / t 2b for the solute breakthrough curve, that manifests as a straight line in double logarithmic plots. The power law slope of the breakthrough tailing, characteristic of non-Fickian dispersion processes, has been related to heterogeneous advection and multirate mass transfer processes [e.g., Haggerty et al., 2001; Carrera et al., 1998; Dentz and Berkowitz, 2003; Becker and Shapiro, 2003; Gouze et al., 2008a,b; Le Borgne and Gouze, 2008; Kang et al., 2015] . Diffusion processes between the immobile and the water-flowing medium fractions are known to produce power-law breakthrough behavior / t 2b for solute concentration or temperature. For diffusion in a homogeneous matrix, the expected power law exponent is b 5 3/2 [Maloszewski and Zuber, 1985; Haggerty and Gorelick, 1995; Tsang, 1995] . Considering a heterogeneous matrix domain, different exponents b can be obtained and modeled in the framework of multirate mass transfer [Haggerty et al., 1995 [Haggerty et al., , 2000 Carrera et al., 1998; Gouze et al., 2008a,b] . Here we investigate the role of heterogeneity in the fracture plane on the tailing exponent b, while the matrix is kept homogeneous. In particular, we show that flow channeling leads to a late time temporal scaling of heat recovery, which has not been previously described.
This phenomenon is expected to impact the scale dependency of heat recovery in thermal tracer tests. To verify this, we conducted a series of thermal push-pull tests at the fractured crystalline rock of the Ploemeur experimental site (H1 network, France, Figure 4a ). Push-pull tracer tests, which maximize recovery by injection and subsequent recovery from the same location, are well adapted to study fracture-matrix exchange processes, which are irreversible upon flow inversion [e.g., Hosanski and Ledoux, 1982; Becker and Shapiro, 2003; Neretnieks, 2007; Gouze et al., 2008b; Le Borgne and Gouze, 2008; Kang et al., 2015] . The scale of investigation can be varied by changing the push time [e.g., Le Borgne and Gouze, 2008] . The use of push-pull heat tracer tests in fractured media was recently investigated by the analytical study of Jung and Pruess [2012] . They developed an analytical solution for thermal push-pull tests, using an idealized model that considers fractures as parallel-plate systems with a constant aperture. For a given thermal test, the recovered thermal breakthrough curve was found to be insensitive on flow rate and weakly sensitive to aperture. Here we take a different approach by analyzing of the scaling of heat recovery with the investigation volume for different push times, and the temporal decay of late time heat recovery. As discussed in the following the observed scale effects provide strong constraints on the impact of fracture flow heterogeneity on heat transfer process and on fracture properties.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present the different conceptual models that we consider for fracture matrix exchange and we derive analytically the expected temporal scaling for heat recovery. In section 3, we describe the numerical models that we use to simulate heat transfer for these different conceptual models of fracture matrix exchange. In section 4, we present the experimental site and the thermal push-pull tracer tests data set. Finally, in section 5, we discuss the spatial and temporal scaling of heat recovery in fractured media based on the interpretation of field data and numerical simulations, in the light of the theoretical predictions of section 2.
Conceptual Models of Fracture-Matrix Exchanges and Associated Temporal Scalings
To investigate the impact of flow heterogeneity within fracture planes on heat exchange processes we consider different conceptual models that represent the two end-members of no channeling and extreme channeling.
Water Resources Research 10.1002/2016WR018789 2.1. Conceptual Models ''Parallel plate'' models, which disregard fracture roughness, are widely used for modeling heat transport in fractures [e.g., Lauwerier, 1955; Bodvarsson and Tsang, 1982; Jung and Pruess, 2012; Molson et al., 2007] . Yet aperture fluctuations in fracture planes can produce significant flow channeling [Gylling et al., 1999; Becker and Shapiro, 2003] , which affects heat transfer with the matrix because of the reduction of effective exchange area [Neuville et al., 2010] . Here we consider simplified models of channeled flow composed of one or several cylinders ( Figure 1 ). As heat is transported advectively in the fracture the main heat fluxes are oriented in the direction perpendicular the fracture-matrix interface. Hence, for the parallel plate model, heat fluxes during heating and recovery are all oriented along the same direction, perpendicular to the fracture plane. On the other hand, for the channel model, heat diffuses radially outward from the channel to the matrix during heating and radially inward from the matrix to the channel during recovery. Heat fluxes are thus oriented in all possible directions within the plane perpendicular to the channel. Effectively heat fluxes are thus mostly one-dimensional for the ''parallel plate'' model and two-dimensional for the ''channel'' model. As discussed in the following this has significant effect on the spatial and temporal scaling of heat recovery. In the multichannel model heat diffusion profiles from each channel can superimpose each other Water Resources Research 10.1002/2016WR018789 thus affecting thermal response. Figure 1 summarizes all types of fracture geometry concepts used in this study: parallel plate model (a), ''channel'' (b) and ''multichannel'' fracture geometries (c).
Temporal Scaling of Heat Recovery
When immobile zones are embedded into a mobile domain, it has been shown that the particular geometry of immobile zones (e.g., plates, cylinders, spheres) do not affect the late-time scaling of concentration recovery, which is expected to follow the law cðtÞ / t 23=2 [Haggerty et al., 2000] . However, this has not been investigated for the case of mobile regions embedded in an immobile domain, which corresponds to the conceptual models discussed above. To characterize the effect of the dimensionality of heat fluxes on the late-time scaling of heat recovery, we consider a mobile-immobile model for heat transfer between mobile and immobile domains. Note that the following discussion is equally valid for solute transport. For convenience of the reader, we briefly recall the modeling equations and underlying assumptions. The fracture is represented by a cylindrical channel, see Figure 1 , which exchanges heat with the surrounding matrix. Average heat transfer in the mobile domain is described by
where / f and / r are the porosities of the fracture and matrix domains, respectively. The density, the thermal conductivity and the heat capacity in the mobile fracture domain are denoted by q, k f and C p , respectively. T f represents the cross-sectional average fluid temperature in the fracture
where g f (r,z,t) denotes the heat distribution across the fracture. T r is a bulk temperature in the rock matrix defined by 
where g r (r,z,t) denotes the heat distribution in the matrix. It is governed by the radial diffusion equation / r @g r ðr; z; tÞ @t 5 k r r @ @r r @ @r g r ðr; z; tÞ;
where k r the thermal conductivity in the matrix domain. r denotes the coordinate vector in the coordinate system attached to the immobile matrix domain. The initial condition here is g r (r,z,t 5 0) 5 0. The boundary conditions are g r ðr5r f ; z; t50Þ5T f ðz; tÞ at the fracture matrix interface and 0 at r 5 1. Note that in accordance with other multirate mass transfer representations of heat and solute transport [Haggerty and Gorelick, 1995; Carrera et al., 1998 ], we assume that cross-sectional equilibrium is attained fast, which justifies the boundary condition at the interface, and axial heat transfer is negligible, which justifies the purely radial diffusion in the matrix described by (4). For a heterogeneous matrix, the memory function uðtÞ is obtained analogously from the solution of a heterogeneous diffusion problem in the immobile matrix [Gouze et al., 2008a] .
The solution of (4) can be expressed in terms of the Green's function G(r, t), which solves (4) for the boundary condition Gðr5r f ; tÞ5dðtÞ, as g r ðr; z; tÞ5
Thus, we obtain for T r (z,t) by using (3)
where we defined the memory function The solution of (4) for the Green's function can be obtained conveniently in Laplace space [Abramowitz and Stegun, 1972] asĜ
where K i (r) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind [Abramowitz and Stegun, 1972] . The Laplace variable is s, the Laplace transform is marked by a hat. Thus, from (7), we obtain for the Laplace transform of uðtÞ
where we defined s r 5r 2 f =k r , the time for heat transfer over a distance equal to the fracture radius. The behavior ofûðsÞ behave at small s (which corresponds to large times) aŝ uðsÞ / 2 1 sln ðsÞ :
This Laplace space behavior corresponds to the following long time behavior of the memory function uðtÞ / 1 ln ðtÞ :
We consider now the consequence of this scaling for the scaling of the breakthrough curves.
For a pulse injection, the breakthrough behavior at times that are large compared to the peak breakthrough time t p is essentially given by the flux that emerges from the immobile zone [Haggerty et al., 2000] between the injection and detection points. The immobile T r given by (3) can then be approximated for times t t p as
because T f is peaked about t 5 t p . Thus, the flux j r ðtÞ522pr f k r @g r ðr f ; z; tÞ=@r emerging from the matrix is given by
Note that we consider t t p . Thus, the long-time tailing behavior of the breakthrough curve can be fully understood in terms of the tailing behavior of the memory function uðtÞ.
For the parallel plate model, heat transfer in the matrix is essentially a d 5 1 dimensional process. The memory function in this case scales as uðtÞ / t 21=2 [Haggerty and Gorelick, 1995; Carrera et al., 1998 ]. The flux and thus the breakthrough curve in this case scales as j r ðtÞ / t 23=2 , which is the characteristic tailing behavior related to diffusion into a homogeneous matrix domain [Tsang, 1995; Hadermann and Heer, 1996] . This is quite different in the channel scenario. Here the interface between the mobile fracture channel and the immobile rock matrix represents an internal boundary of the immobile domain. Note that again, the heat flux from the matrix to the fracture is perpendicular to the channel, which now, however, is of dimension d 5 2. The return process to the channel is now the radial diffusion process (4). By using (11) in (13), we obtain for the flux j r ðtÞ / 1 tln ðtÞ 2 ;
which is the expected long-time scaling of the breakthrough curve. It is interesting to note that the derivative of the memory function is equal to the residence time distribution, or return time distribution
Water Resources Research 10.1002/2016WR018789 p r ðtÞ 2duðtÞ=dt of diffusing particles that are released at the fracture-rock matrix interface Comolli et al., 2016] . In fact, the behavior (14) is the same as the one found for the return probability in d 5 2 dimensions [Redner, 2001] .
Hence, the dimensionality of the relevant diffusive flux is found to have a significant impact on tailing behavior in matrix diffusion systems. For d 5 1 dimensional diffusion perpendicular to the fracture-rock interface, the breakthrough curve shows the characteristic / t 23=2 behavior, while for radial diffusion it scales as / 1 tln ðtÞ 2 . Interestingly this result has not been reported before in the hydrology literature and it may therefore find applications for solute transport beyond heat transfer problems. For temperature recovery, this implies that the plate and channel models are expected to differ in terms of breakthrough curve tailing. In the following, we test these theoretical findings from numerical simulations and heat tracer test experiments in the field.
Numerical Modeling
To investigate further the temporal and spatial scaling of heat recovery and characterize its sensitivity to fracture aperture and geometry, we develop a numerical model of flow and heat transport using COMSOL Multiphysics as detailed in the following.
Parallel Plate Model
The model geometry for a parallel plate fracture is illustrated in Figure 2a . Due to the axial-symmetry for a ''plate'' fracture geometry we model a 2-D domain, bounded by the fracture inlet, at radial distance r 5 0, and a radial distance r 5 R 0 , which is chosen far enough not to influence thermal breakthrough curves. The flow q within the parallel plate fracture with uniform aperture a is 2-D radial with a parabolic velocity transverse to the flow direction
where Q is the fluid injection rate. To model heat transport, we consider heat conduction in the matrix and in the fracture, and heat advection in the fracture. For the parallel plate fracture geometry, the governing equation for thermal transport in the system can be written as follows:
where q is the density, C p is the heat capacity, k is the thermal conductivity and f and r subscripts denote fracture and rock correspondingly. At the interface between fracture and rock matrix, we have heat and flux Figure 2 . 3-D sketch for a (a) ''plate'' and (b) ''multichannel'' fracture models with parameter definitions. r direction is along the fracture hydraulic flow v fr . a is the fracture aperture. T 0 is the initial temperature of the rock matrix, supposed to be homogeneous and constant, T inj is the fluid temperature at the fracture inlet(s).
Water Resources Research 10.1002/2016WR018789 continuity. The thermal tracer of temperature Tj t50 5T inj is injected through the fracture inlet at the axis of the symmetry of the system during the time of injection t inj . Afterward, the tracer is pushed with water of ambient temperature Tj t5tinj 5T 0 . Following the experimental protocol, the push time is taken equal to the injection time t push 5 t inj . After flow reversal, the tracer is pumped out from the same point where the simulated thermal breakthrough recovery can be compared to the experimental breakthrough curves (Figure 3 ). Note, that once withdrawal begins, the boundary condition at the fracture inlet is changed to a ''thermal insulation'' boundary condition. The rock temperature at the outer boundaries as well the boundary condition at fracture outlet is taken as T 0 . In the example of Figure 2 the fracture aperture is a 5 2 mm, the thickness of the rock matrix layer is D 5 3 m. Here and below we used matrix thermal properties corresponding to the values measured on core samples from the experimental site. Water heat capacity is C pf 5 4189 J=kgK and the density is q f 5 1000 kg=m 3 [Incropera and DeWitt, 1996] . Density effects are not considered in the simulations since our primary goal is to analyze the impact of coupled flow channeling and heat diffusion.
Channel Model
For the ''channel'' and ''multichannel'' fracture geometries (Figure 1) we model 3-D cylindrical tubes with a constant flow velocity v fr (Figure 2b) . For the ''multichannel'' model flow partitions equally between N channels, reducing flow in each fracture to v fr =N, where N is the number of channels. For the ''channel'' fracture geometry, radial symmetry to the modeled domain was assumed, and the governing equation for thermal transport is:
q r C pr @T r @t 2k r @ 2 T r @z 2 2 k r r @ @r 1 r @T r @r 50
Note, that for the ''multichannel'' fracture geometry, symmetry through the center of the tubes was assumed. It would be interesting to complete this research by considering channels radiating outward and giving increasing distance between channels with increasing travel distance from the well. Nevrtheless, such a complex conceptualization would involve more parameters, and is beyond the scope of this work. As for the ''parallel plate'' model, heat and flux continuity is ensured at the interface between fracture and rock matrix.
Field Site and Experimental Setting
Push-pull heat tracer tests were conducted at the Ploemeur experimental site in Brittany, France (H1 network of experimental sites hplus.ore.fr/en). The experimental site is located in a fractured crystalline basement aquifer. It has been subject of several field investigations, including borehole geophysics, flowmeter logging, straddle packer tests [Le Borgne et al., 2007] , hydrogeophysical surveys [Dorn et al., 2012] , temperature measurements [Klepikova et al., 2011 [Klepikova et al., , 2014 , fiber optic distributed temperature sensing (FO-DTS) measurements [Read et al., 2013 [Read et al., , 2014 . The B1 borehole at the Ploemeur field site, where heat tracer tests were conducted, was found to be intersected by 3-5 flowing fractures with overall hydraulic transmissivities on the order of 10 Water Resources Research 10.1002/2016WR018789 has been fully cored and in order to reduce uncertainties, we performed laboratory thermal analysis on the core samples. According to this analysis, the average granite bulk density, specific heat and thermal conductivity are the following: q r 5 2470 kg=m 3 , C pr 5 738 J/kgK, k r 5 3.31 W/mK.
A series of heat push-pull tracer test were performed on the site following the schematic representation of Figure 4c . The experiments have been conducted in B1-2 fracture (Figure 4b ), intersecting the B1 borehole at 50.9 m depth [Le Borgne et al., 2007; Dorn et al., 2012; Read et al., 2013] . For each experiment, hot water was injected during the time interval t inj at a controlled flow rate Q 5 7 L/min into the B1-2 fracture isolated from the rest of the injection borehole by a double-packer system (Figure 4c ). The water was injected from a water tank at the surface, where a water heater (Swingtec Aquamobile DH6) was installed in order to maintain the temperature of injection at about 50 C (while the ambient groundwater temperature is about 15 C). Due to the heat losses along the injection tubes, the temperature of injected hot water in-between the packers was around T inj 5 30 C. In-situ measurements of temperature and conductivity were made with the CTD-Diver data logger (Schlumberger Water Services) located in the middle of the packers. The probe has a temperature accuracy of 60:1 C, a temperature resolution of 0:01 C with a response time of 1 min, a conductivity accuracy of 10lS=cm and a conductivity resolution of 1 lS=cm. After the injection, we continued to push the tracer with fresh groundwater at approximately the same rate during the same time t push 5 t inj . Temperature, pressure and conductivity were monitored in the middle of the double-packer system. Direct measurements of ambient flow in B1-2 fracture were obtained at the experimental site using the finite volume point dilution method performed by Jamin et al. [2015] . The measured ambient flow was found to be below the detection limit (0.006 L/min), suggesting that ambient flow is too small to affect flow field created by the push-pull tests (7 L/min). Technical details of these tracer tests, referred to as Test 1, Test 2, and Test 3, are synthesized in Table 1 . By changing the injection duration, different volumes of rock were investigated.
Results
In this section, we discuss numerical and experimental results that reveal Water Resources Research 10.1002/2016WR018789 the sensitivity of the thermal breakthrough curve to fracture geometry and demonstrate the scaling laws that control heat transfer in fractured media.
Comparison of Solute and Thermal Breakthrough Curves
An example of a measured push-pull thermal breakthrough curve is presented in Figure 5 . All the breakthrough curves presented in this study are normalized to integrate to 1. During the experiment (Test 2) presented in Figure 5 , salt, as a conservative tracer, was added during fluid injection (Table 1) . Once injection of the flushing fluid starts, both temperature and concentration drops down to their initial values. Note, that the temperature of flushing water was slightly higher than the groundwater temperature. After injecting a given chasing volume, the pump is reversed and an increase of conductivity and a lesser increase of temperature are observed.
For conservative, nonreacting solute push-pull tracer tests the time at which the maximum concentration peak is measured depends only on the experimental setup and equals to t solute peak 5t push 1t pull (time after injection) [Le Borgne and Gouze, 2008b] . The comparison of solute and temperature recovery shows that the temperature recovery peak arrives earlier than the concentration peak t heat peak < t solute peak . Moreover, the temperature peak is significantly smaller than the conductivity peak and the breakthrough curve exhibits a longer tailing. In the following section we demonstrate that these differences between solute and thermal breakthrough curves imply a greater sensitivity of heat push-pull tests to medium properties (fracture aperture and fracture geometry).
Sensitivity Analysis From Numerical Simulations
To understand the factors that control heat recovery in terms of peak amplitude, peak time and tailing, we present here a sensitivity analysis based on the numerical simulations presented in section 3. The parameters tested are: the flow rate, the fracture aperture and the fracture geometry (plane, channel or multichannel geometries).
Sensitivity of Heat Recovery to Flow Rate and Fracture Aperture
As demonstrated by Jung and Pruess [2012] , the injection flow rate is not expected to impact the thermal breakthrough curves in push-pull tests. While flow influences the temperature distribution in the push phase, this effect is compensated exactly in the pull phase. This is confirmed from our numerical simulations for both the ''parallel plate'' and ''channel models.'' In order to study the influence of the fracture aperture on temperature recovery, we conducted a series of numerical tests where the fracture aperture was varied from 0.5 to 30 mm, while the flow rate was fixed to Q57 L/min and the injection and push times were fixed to t push 5 t inj 5 10 min. These conditions are identical to the experimental conditions of Test 1. Temperature breakthrough curves for varying fracture aperture are presented in Figures 6a and 6b for the ''plate'' and ''channel'' fracture geometries respectively. Test 1 experimental data are presented in the same plot for comparison (black dashed line).
For both fracture geometries (Figures 6a and 6b ) an increase of fracture aperture leads to an increase in the amplitude of the thermal breakthrough curve peak. As the thermal tracer is pushed in the fracture, the heat which has diffused across the fracture diffuses away into the matrix. An increase of fracture aperture implies that heat needs more time to diffuse across the fracture aperture thus decreasing the heat diffusion lengthscale for a given time of testing. During the backflow, heat is transferred back from the matrix into the fracture, the further the matrix heat plume has diffused during the push phase, the lower is the back thermal flux expected to be during the pull phase. Consequently, larger fracture apertures imply less heat loss to Water Resources Research 10.1002/2016WR018789 the matrix. Note that as the injection time is increased, thus increasing the heat diffusion length scale, the differences between the temperature breakthrough curves for different fracture apertures become less distinct. For the ''plate'' fracture model (Figure 6a ) thermal breakthrough curves become insensitive to aperture for apertures a 5 mm, which is in agreement with the results of Jung and Pruess [2012] . Furthermore, the peak arrival time is found to increase with increasing fracture aperture (see also Figure 9 ). The sensitivity of peak time to fracture aperture represents a fundamental difference with conservative, nonreacting solute push-pull tracer tests, for which the peak time depends only on the experimental set up (i.e., push time and injection time) and not on the medium properties. This greater sensitivity of heat push-pull tests to medium properties indicates that they may provide complementary information to solute push-pull tests.
Sensitivity of Heat Recovery to Fracture Geometry
To understand the impact of fracture geometry on heat recovery, we analyze the modeled temperature fields for both the ''plate'' and ''channel'' models with equals fracture apertures a 5 10 mm and a flow rate fixed to Q57 L/min (Figure 7) . The temperature distribution at fracture walls (Figure 7a ) for the same time (here time corresponds to the end of the injection period for Test 1 t 5 t inj ) is shown in Figure 7b for the ''plate'' (red line) and for ''channel'' (blue line) fracture models. This result shows that due to rapid heat transfer from the rock mass to the ''channel'' fracture, fracture walls are heated only in the vicinity of the injection point at r 5 0, while a ''plate'' fracture allows advecting heat plume further away from the borehole. Hence, in thermal push-pull tests, the ''channel'' fracture is more efficient in exchanging heat between fracture and matrix than the ''plate'' fracture. The reason is that the diffusive flux from the fracture to the matrix (or vice versa) is two-dimensional in the ''channel'' fracture, while it is one-dimensional in the ''plate'' fracture.
Once the pull phase starts, water in the fracture then flows back and extracts the heat from the rock. For the ''channel'' model the heat reaches its peak value almost simultaneously with the start of pumping while for the ''plate'' fracture heat travels larger distance back thus increasing the peak arrival time. Note, that the distance at which the heat plume propagates increases with increasing fracture aperture, thus slowing down the peak arrival during the pull phase of testing. It is also worth remarking that the maximum distance covered by the heat plume is directly related to the injection flow rate and by increasing the flow rate the volume of the investigated by the tracer media can be increased. THERMAL PUSH-PULL TRACER TESTS For strongly channeled flow in a fracture, it is likely that multiple channels exist in a fracture plane and may exchange heat between each other. In order to investigate heat transport through multiple flowing channels we studied how the number of flowing channels, their separation distance as well as the distribution of channel flow velocities may affect thermal breakthrough curves. The fracture aperture of each single channel was fixed at a 5 10 mm. As expected, neighboring channels exchange heat between each other ( Figure  2b ). When hot water is injected into channels, the heat plume propagates from fractures into the matrix and after a certain time reaches neighboring channels. Through this mechanism, the heat that is lost to the matrix by some channels can be recovered by other channels. This enhances the recovered temperature signal as shown in Figure 6c . As the distance between channels increases, this process becomes less efficient and thus the recovered temperature decreases when the distance between channels increases. When the separation distance s becomes larger than the characteristic diffusion scale over the experiment time s D 5 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi 2D r t push p neighboring channels do not exchange heat anymore, and recovered breakthrough curves are identical to those obtained with a single ''channel'' model. Here D r 5 kr q r Cpr refers to the rock thermal diffusivity. For the conditions of our test this characteristic distance equals s D ' 400 mm. For more than eight channels with a given aperture the recovered temperature signal was found to be independent of the number of channels.
Interpretation of a Single Thermal Push-Pull Test
In this section, we compare the measured thermal breakthrough curve from Test 1 with the simulated breakthrough curves obtained for the different fracture geometries discussed above. We seek a model able to reproduce both the peak amplitude and peak time.
The ''plate'' model was found to overestimate the amplitude of thermal breakthrough curves for all tested fracture apertures (Figure 6a) . The simulated peak time is compatible with the data for apertures less than 5 mm. The mismatch in recovered amplitude may be explained by the limited efficiency of heat diffusion in the ''plate'' model. The ''channel'' model on the other hand predicts much smaller heat recovery since radial heat diffusion is more efficient for the same volume of injected heated fluid (Figure 6b ). However, with a (b) Temperature profiles at the fracture wall at the end of the injection period for ''plate'' (red) and for ''channel'' (blue) fracture models. Conditions of the numerical experiment correspond to the conditions of Test 1, the aperture of a 5 10 mm is considered in both simulations. Temperature is normalized to the injection temperature.
Water Resources Research 10.1002/2016WR018789 single channel it is not possible to match both the peak amplitude and the peak time. This can be achieved by considering multiple channels. For a given peak time, the peak amplitude can be adjusted by varying the mean distance between channels. Hence, given that a ''channel'' model with the fracture aperture a 5 10 mm provides a good fit to the data in terms of peak arrival time, we considered a ''multichannel'' model with a 5 10 mm and varying separation distance s 5 15 to 50 mm. The best match with the breakthrough curve from Test 1 was provided by the ''multichannel'' fracture model with a 5 10 mm aperture channels separated by s 5 30 mm distance (Figure 6c ). Although no detailed aperture distributions are available for the fractures at the Ploemeur site, evidence from previous solute tracer tests suggests that fracture apertures at the site are expected to be relatively large, around few mm or even the cm, meaning that our test yields a reasonable estimate of the aperture. This result confirms that thermal push-pull test are complementary to conservative, nonreacting solute pushpull test in terms of sensitivity and thus can provide rich information on the medium properties. In the following section we investigate the relevance of the multichannel model for modeling heat recovery at different scales.
Scale Effects in Peak Temperature Recovery and Peak Arrival Time 5.4.1. Experimental Results
To explore the scale dependence of the thermal recovery, three thermal push-pull tests with injection times t inj of 10, 17 and 147 min were conducted. As expected, the recovered peak temperature is found to decrease with the scale of investigation (Figure 8 ). The peak temperature is found to scale approximately as T peak / t 21 .
Numerical Results
In order to study the relevance of different fracture models across scales, we examine the scale dependency of the peak amplitude and peak time with a single set of parameters. Predictions of the three models described in the previous section are compared to the measured peak amplitudes ( Figure 9a ) and peak arrival times (Figure 9b ). The fracture aperture is fixed as a 5 10 mm for ''plate,'' ''channel'' and ''multichannel'' models. For the ''multichannel'' model, channels are separated by s 5 30 mm distance. For the peak amplitude, the multiscale results confirm that the ''plate'' model tends to systematically over-estimate the heat recovery, while the single ''channel'' model tends to underestimate it. The ''multichannel'' model provides good predictions at all investigated scales for the peak amplitude. For the peak time, the ''plate'' model is found to diverge from the data at large scale, while the mismatch for the single ''channel'' and for the ''multichannel'' does not exceed few minutes and appears to be independent on scale. These results suggest that the ''multichannel'' model is robust and provides reliable predictions with a limited set of parameters.
Late Time Behavior of Thermal Breakthrough Curves 5.5.1. Experimental Results
The measured thermal breakthrough curves show strong tailing, which is consistent at all scales and close to TðtÞ / t 21 . Since the logarithmic correction has a weak effect on the considered time scales, this tailing turns out to be close to TðtÞ / 1 tln ðtÞ 2 , the scaling behavior we find through theoretical developments for heat recovery from a channel (section 2.2). This agrees very well with a model of heat recovery in a channel.
This observation contrasts with the tailing observed from solute tracer tests on the same fracture, that showed power law behavior cðtÞ / t 2b , with an exponent ranging from b 5 1.75 for cross-borehole tracer tests to b 5 2.5 for push-pull tests . These exponents where successfully explained from a Water Resources Research 10.1002/2016WR018789 correlated Continuous Time Random Walk (CTRW) model quantifying variability in fracture aperture (velocity distribution) and connectedness of flow channels in the fracture plane (velocity correlation). The tailing observed in the thermal breakthrough curves is thus much more pronounced than for solute breakthrough curves measured at the same location. Solute tailing is mainly due to heterogeneous advection and diffusion within the fracture plane since solute diffusion into the matrix is negligible for the considered granite rock.
Numerical Results
Our theoretical investigations imply that the plate and channel models are expected to differ in terms of breakthrough curve tailing. In order to confirm this finding numerical simulations were conducted. Modeling results are then presented in log-log in Figure 10 , and experimental data are given in the same figure for comparison (black dashed line). As expected, the ''plate'' models produce breakthrough tailing such as TðtÞ / t 23=2 , while ''channel'' and ''multichannel'' models produce a stronger tailing such as TðtÞ / 1 tln ðtÞ 2 . The predictions of the ''multichannel'' model, obtained with a single set of parameters, are therefore fully consistent with the whole data set.
Conclusions
The scaling theory and experimental data set presented in this study provides new insights on heat transfer in fractured media. These findings question the relevance of the classical parallel plate model for modeling heat transfer in fractured media. Channeled flow is shown to have a clear signature on the scale dependency of heat recovery, which can be measured from the peak amplitude and peak arrival time of thermal breakthrough curves at different scales. Radial diffusive fluxes in the channel model are more efficient for transmitting heat to the matrix and less efficient for recovering it compared to the parallel plate model.
The impact of channeled flow on heat diffusion is manifested in the temporal decay of temperature at late time, which does not follow the classical diffusive scaling t -1.5 . While the latter scaling is generally considered to be independent of the immobile zone geometry, we show here that it breaks down for mobile channels embedded into an immobile matrix. The temporal scaling of late time breakthrough curves is shown to depend on the dimensionality of diffusive fluxes from the immobile to the mobile domain. This translates into a scaling of late time breakthrough curves such as TðtÞ / 1 tln t 2 for the Figure 9 . Effect of scale on (a) temperature peaks and (b) temperature peak arrival times. Comparison of experimental data (red line with crosses) and results of numerical modeling for a ''plate'' model with fracture aperture a 5 10 mm (black dashed-dotted line with circles), ''channel'' model with fracture aperture a 5 10 mm (black dashed line with triangles) and ''multichannel'' fracture model with fracture aperture a 5 10 mm and fracture separation distance s 5 30 mm (black dotted line with squares).
Water Resources Research 10.1002/2016WR018789 channel model. As this scaling was consistently apparent for our experiments at all investigated scales, we conclude that matrix diffusion is strongly controlled by channeled flow at the considered experimental site.
Channeled flow was also observed at the same site from independent measurements of a different nature. Kang et al. [2015] explained the difference in tailing behavior observed in solute tracer tests in crossborehole and push-pull conditions performed on the same fracture by the existence of a characteristic velocity correlation length of about 40 cm, which may be due to channeled flow inside fractures. Furthermore, Shakas et al. [2016] estimated the mean tracer position as a function of time from GPR imaging of tracer motion in push-pull conditions in the same fracture. They observed a linear behavior of the mean radial position with time until a distance r 5 2 m, which points to the existence of channeled flow below this characteristic distance.
The results of this study have shown that thermal push-pull tests provide complementary information compared to solute push-pull tests since the peak amplitude, the analysis of the scale dependency of the peak time and the temporal decay of heat recovery provides meaningful information that is not contained in solute push-pull breakthrough curves. A multichannel model with a single set of parameters was able to represent the whole thermal push-pull data set, which is encouraging regarding the possibility to define reliable models for heat transfer in fractured media. Push-pull thermal tracer tests thus appears to be a promising approach for characterizing fractured media since they provide insights into fracture shape and aperture, which is generally difficult to obtain under in-situ conditions at field-scale.
The derivation of temporal and spatial scaling laws for heat recovery in channeled fractures may have significant applications for modeling heat storage and geothermal applications. Furthermore, the demonstration of the impact of channeled flow on matrix diffusion may have important implications for modeling solute transfer in fractured porous media where breakthrough curve tailing may be governed by the interplay between fracture flow channeling and matrix diffusion. 
